




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Structure of San-Sukumi and Symbols in Janken Game
Shuichi Sugitani
︿Abstract﹀
　　Janken is one of the most popular children’s games in Japan. The janken game spread among 
Japanese people after the Meiji era. Although the exact origin of it is unknown, janken is categorized 
as a "san-sukumi (three-cornered deadlock) ken (fist) game" that the players display one of three 
hand-signs. In the Tokugawa period, a lot of Japanese played “kitsune (fox) -ken” which is one of the 
san-sukumi kens and not only uses fist and finger, but whole body gestures. 
　　Why was janken replaced in kitsune-ken? Previous studies of janken have assumed that 
children chose the simplicity and rationality of janken. This paper discusses the current activities 
in children’s janken games in the light of the structure of san-sukumi and symbols which are used in 
the games.
　　Though kitsune-ken was not gradually played as modern society matured, its symbols; fox, 
shouya, and gun, were transplanted to a paper menko. Paper menko gamse, which were played 
as card games, had an impact on these symbols. As a result, kitsune-ken gradually lost embodied 
images which were held at first. 
　　We can classify current janken’s symbols into one of two categories; symbols associated with 
the form of “gu”(rock), “choki”(scissors),or “pa”(paper), and sound-alike symbols with a different 
meaning. Of the former, these are symbols related to the life circumstances of children. The latter 
seems to have a tendency to combine with symbols far from the originals.
　　It is one of the main features of “gunkan(warship) janken” that participants want to beat each 
other by controlling their utterances. “Ultra janken” gets more complex. It has three parts to the 
game; choose an attacker from among two alternatives, exchange of cliché, and the determination 
of the winner through the whole body gesture game. This game’s complexity has some reference 
to role-playing and the embodiment through an interaction. These characteristics of the janken 
games variations show that the history of janken is not necessarily a process of rationalization and 
simplification.
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